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Abstract

Tbe tenns risk and uncertainty bave beconie commonplace in tbe fisberies management
literature but are used witb a variety of technica1 meanings. This report reviews recent common
usage and considers the alternate applications of the c6ncepts within the framework of Decision
Theory. A case is made for increaseduse of Decision Theory methOdS with particuIar attention
to the identification of Utility cis the basiS of a possible new management approach.

1; Introduction
, Few involved in fisheries management deny the difficulty of what they try to achieve.

Commorily, the practiÜoners have less than fuH corifidence that the models, they use
accurately describe the dynamitS of the processes they are investigating rind orten, they rire
unsure how accurate are the parameters that their models use. Not surprlsingly, a comrnon,
if not usual, expenence, is that what happens, eg, in terms of stock biomaSs, catches or
recruitment, differs considerably from what waS predicted. Usually it is expected that the
models Will riot proVide a cert,am prediction Of future yields or recruitment for a given stock
size and a major difftcultY is how to handle this ignorance so that the best decisions cari oe
made aboijt future management actions. Specifically, how can decision makers, people who
often have Httle 01- no training in the discipline they are mvolved in, be proVided advice that
is compreheridible to thern and so encourage 'optimal decisions', ie, ,those that are most
likely to reswt in mamigement actions that lead to a maximum of what ever particular
benefitS are desired?

One meth()d of tackling this problem that, as yet, has been litde used in fisheries
management, is to explicitly incorporate into management procedu~es consideration of the ,
degreeof ignoränce about the state of the fisheries system so that some understanding of the
possible hazards of the different management actions that .exist may oe known. The
techmques that are used in this type of anaIysis form an established, aild weIl developed
discipUne, often referred to as Decision Theory. Central to this discipUne are the concepts of
Risk arid UncerttÜnty, and the associated concept of Utility. As is common in many technical
disciplines, words that are used to convey specific concepts are taken fiom the general ,
vocabulary arid often are used side-by-side in both .a general and teclinieal, sense, resulting" at
the best, in poorly written dcicuments, and at the worst, in ambiguity or coIlfusion. The field
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of statistics is rich in such examples, eg, consistent, efficieAt, precise and accurate are some
terms that freqUe~tlydo this double dUty.. . I

The same danger exists iri the application of Decision Theory to fisheries
management. Outcomes of decisions regarding managemerit actions may be described as
uncertain, ,likely or unlikely, probable, possi?l.e, riskY,etc.1 An issue iso how well do such'
terms help managers to make the 'best' declslons? Even what compnses the 'best' decision
will be seen to be a non-trivial question. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the
meanings of the terins uncertaintY and utility, and that of ~isk in an attempt to give decision
makers (who are, of course, most unlikely to read this paper - they are too busy) irisights into
the concepts and to encourage fisheries technocrats to take care to avoid corlfusion when
using the terms in repoi"ts and papers. Ultimately, the cOllceptS, touched on rather lightly in
this paper, lead direcdy irito the field of decision making.1 It is in this discipline that I
believe, the next major contribution to the effectiveness fisheries management rnight be
made. .

2. Common Usage of the 'Vord Risk I
Most are fairiiliar with the noun rlSk iri the sense of hazard, danger, exposure to

n11schance or perit. For exarnple, Goffinet (1992) in discUssirig fishery management
problems faced by deveIoping Iüitions refers to short-term solutions which place the ,
resource-oase at risk rind that thc relative effeciiveness of other countries' management plaris
may place the resources of these less-deveIoped countries' at greater risk as fishermen weigh
the costS of entering various fisheries and choose those with irieffective management.
McAllister & Peterman (1992) in discUssing thc potential~ofexperimental inamigement refer
to the risk of stock collapse as a possible result. Pearse & Walters (1992) in discussing'
decisionS about harvest levels as the most cruciril resporisibilities of fisheries managers note
thrit while the outcomes are always more or less uncertain, the risk deperids largely on thc
information available and that fisheries biologists, trairied tei assess the probabilities of
outcomes from management decisions, are too often also'exPected to, declde what riskS
should be taken. HaunSchild, Nagel & OeberSt (1991) in

l

disCussing the lack of conroniiity of
ageing of redfish (Sebastes marinus) note that solving these problems is of great imporiänce •
for stock aSsessment änd for management recommendaiions, othefwise the 10rig-liVirig redfish
stocks ruri the risk of overfishing. .. These exäniples are. typiCaI of many that can be fouod in
the fisheries literatUre that use the term risk in its substantive sens.e and withoüt any
quantitative meaning., .Iri whalirig coritexts, Beddington (1978) uses riskaS an index of the
relative stabilit}t of.different harvesting strategies for thc event of drivirig a stock beyond
MSY~ Arid Beddington and Gienfell (1979) define risk as the probability of riiovement of a
stock to protection statuS; 1 '

; " I. ""., . ".'
In the general senSe given above, Peterson & Smith (1982) explicitly c3.tegorise risk in

an analysis of risk reduction in fisheries management. They give four general, sources of nsk:
(1) the resource and its changing environment, (2)sdentific research, (3) markets for ihe
products and faetors of produetiori, and (4) management 'measures, though the generali.ty of
these categoiies makes them of rather doubtful use on oiJeraticinal situations when an .
sources of risk must be cOnSidered simultaneously, and the source of the risk is of secondary
impcirtance. In the above examples, the use of the te~ 'risk is, in general, dcar and tö
advocate that seime olher word be used could be cOnSidercd unnecessadly didactic.
However, confusion can creep into usage Without care. For exarnple, Swartiman, GetZ &
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Francis (1987) equate risk and probability when, in using an age-structured stochristie
recruitment model to examine a Pacifie hake (Merlucdus producrns) fishery they refer to
their model as calculating the 'risk' (= probability) that the stock falls into a critically low
condition b~tuse probability when referring to finding an algorithm that maXimizes expected
yield over a short-term planning horizon while constraining the 'risk' of critically low stock
conditions.

.. TIie word risk is also used as averb, ie, in the sense of to hazard, endanger or expose
to chance of injury, danger or loss, or to take the chances of such outcorries. For example,
Lanfersieck & Squires (1992) in evaluating ITQ management systems note that in some
situations "The quota market risks becoming thin, noisy, and hampered by non-competitive
forces, poteritially requiring limits to quota transfer and concentration.

The adjective, dsky, is also used in the sense of being dangerous or hazardous, ie,
frriught with risk. For example, Fahrig & Atkinsori (1991) in discUssing a fishery for two
species of redfish thai are fished together in the Gulf of 5t. Lawrence and off NeWfoundlarid
attempt to identify fishing patterns th~it would be particularly risky in terms of the survival
probability of the two species. Miller, Pietrafesa & 5rriith (1990) draw attention io the need
for greater understanding of relationships betWeen the hydraulics and productivity of lagoon
fish arid shellfish arid that the produdivities of many lagoons could probably be enhanced by
hydraulic mariipulations, but that hydraulic manipulation is presently risky, except in
dystrophic lagoonS.

3. The Decision Theoretic Sense of Risk
. For the purposes of Decision Theory, the term risk has a meaning that is well defiried

and there could be benefits in adopting this meaning for use in fisheries management. To
give this defiriition meaning it will help io introduce the context in decision theory in which it
is comnionly mied.

Situations requiring decisions about future aetions abound in fisheries: howmany sea
days sllotild be assigned to an acoustic survey of some stock? What estiiriate should be made
about the siZe of a stock given that iriforrilation is available from VPAS, trawl arid acoustics
surveys? What aniöunt should be chosen in setting the minimum spawning bioinass far stock
ihat shows 00 discemable stock recruitment relation? How much money should be given to
fishermen if their fishery has beeri closed arid the decision niaker wants to be re:elected arid
simultaneously to reduce the number of fisherrnen in the fishery? Even With Httle mental
effort it is dear that the potential for misery is endless. There are, however, cominon
featUres to these questions.

. First, (let us assurne) an action must be taken.that wiÜ depend on adecision that is
made about infomuiiion pertinent to the problem being considered. For example the action
to be taken may be to declde liow much fish (8) exists in an area based on an acoustic
survey. The acmistic survey may llave consisted of ntransects, where each transect gives an
average area-scatteririg cross seciion of sa,i. One decision furiction would be take the
arithmetic mean of the traruiect sa i estimates. If there waS little confidence in the survey
data another decision funetion could be to use the results to update a prior distribution
function of e based on the likelihood of obtainiiig the sUrVey results and using Bayes'
Theorem. The numoer of possible decision furictions that can be identified will depend on
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the ingenuity of the analyst. !
. In the exampie relating to the length ~f the resea:ch cruise, the number, in theöry,

could be any number from the positive set; ie; O:s days S cO. But the example is still clear
and more realistic, if the number of days must be, say, betWeen 30 arid 60, ie, between one
and two months. The action that is taken; ie, the number of days aSsigried to the cruise will
depend on the information thai is available, eg, are the fish likely to be more dispersed than
usual; is the fishery of particular political importance ihis year; what are the opportilniiy
costs of the vessel, ie, daes someone else warit to use thc vessel? ..

Based on available iIlforination adeCision is madl that leads to ari action. For .
example, if coriditions have markedly changed from the time of die läSt survey, the action ,
may be to undertake aloriger survey. The list of possible aciionS to be considered sho'uld be
exhaustive, ie, it should include all possible realistic options. For example, in the acoustic
survey case the scientist rriay know that getting more than 60 days fcir his cruise is impossible
but that amininlUm of 30 days has been guaranieed. \Vhat decision is to make about the _
maximum possible size cif a stockis more ccimplicaied, b'uinot, aS it turns out, an iriiractable •
problem. And, the list of possible actions IJ.lust be exclusive, though this in practice is not a
problem. For example one can not decide to have bath '30 sUIvey of 35 days arid 45 days, or a
stock estimate of 15 oooi arid 25 OOOt. In the case of thc survey results, then .

I
a = d(Sa.1; sa,2' ..., Sa,n)

, . I
where the set of all possible actioris, a, may be called A 'and d is ihe decisiori furiction or
strategy1. Many different decision functions exist and the best one should be selected. This
can be done by evaluilting the consequences of the actions througli determining the 10ss that
occurs in. taking an action, a when the state of the system is e. If ihe best action is takeri
then the loss should be zero. However, cis in mosi problemS in fisheries; as e will be .'
iinkIlown, then the best action willlikewise be unknowri.' Instead ihe decision funetion is'
applied to thc observations (ar information) thai exist. In the case of the acciustic surVey this
will be the random observations comprising the transect 'estimates of the urea backScatteririg

.', .... • • , ", >' ",,,,", ',' ....

cross seetion. Thus the corresponding 1055 can be. derioted: "
- '. I , •

. I(a: e) = l[d(x1, X:z, ;.;, ~); el,

where the Xl are the re~peciive obserVations, in the case laf tbc surveY,~a l' It is c1ear that
while .the loss funCdon I(a; e), arid decision funciion d, are speeified, the' actUalloss.will
depend on the ii3.Iticwar observations, or information that are uSed in iriakirig the dedsiori.
The observations may be random variables as in die caSe ofthe acoustic survey (assuniing
the transects were randorilly selected in the survey ares),' or iIlforiilation that is subjeCt to
error in other decisiori making situations. I

. . I .' . '.' , .
In Decisiori Theory, the expedation of the loss,. l(a; a), is referred touS the 'Ris~', ie,

R(d; 6) and will depend on the decision funciion d, ,tbe loss functiori 1, an~ tbe value of tbe
parameter 8, or true system SÜl.te. l1uis R(d; a), the Risk Function, can be Wrltten as;,

. . I . .
1 Tbe tenn strateg; has become SO Widely uSed tbät orten as not, it adelS little and can lead to

con.fuSion; CaQ this term bC avoided with little lass? I
I
I

I
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R(d; 8) = E[l(a; 8)]

•• •
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As Mood rind Graybill (1963) note, a good decision should minimize ihe risk for all values of
the uitlcitown parameter, e.

Thechallenge in fisheries management is the" specification of realistic loss functions.
What is the consequence of deciding on a stock size estimate that is too high? Too low?
Arid thus TACs that may too high or too low? If the loss function was symmetrical about e,
ie, an over harvest of Xi tonnes in year i would be balanced by a decrease in harvest of X in
year i+1 (appropriately discounted), then an incorrect choice aböut e may not be too serious
as the loss or gron would be balanced the following year. But if e is such that the fishery
collapses in year i+ 1, or remains seriously depleted for several years then the risk will be
highly asYmmetncal. It may be better to take a conservative harvest; if M is low, most of the
fish will still exist ihe following year and the catch can siniply be increaSed in future years
and the loss may be quite srriall deperidirig m3lIlly on the relevant discOUlit rate. If M is
large, the situätiori is more complicaied; fish that are not caught in year i, may not survive to
be caught in subsequent years, eg, as in tropical penaeid fisheries. In this case, ause 'ern or
lose 'ern approach may be appropriate.

However, what in fact is usually cOnSidered in dealing With losses or gains, are utilities
and these are usually not direct functions of the losses, ie, amountS of dollars or tonnes of
fish. For example, if major political unresi, arising from perceived sodal costs io stake
holders, might arise from adecision to temporarily reduce a TAC, despite the increase in
future landirigs and reveriues that it would generate, then adecision maker might decide that
his utility from a temporarily reduced TAC is less than leaving it unaltered.

4. Analyses of Risk in Fisheries Situations
ActUal arialyses-of risk in fisheries situations in the sense outliried in Section 3 are few

th01igh pap-ers frequently refer to the term risk analysis. For example, Androkovich &
Stolleiy (1991) note that they "model risk" but do riot show ariy actual treatment of 'risk' in
their paper." Linder, Patil & Vaughan (1987) introduce their oWn definition ofrisk ailalysis
which they define as the evaluation of the probability of end everits interpreted in terms of
sequences of earIier events. They use an everit. tree analysis that couches the uricertairity
(probabilities?) of projections in tenDs of relative risk associated with various managemerit
options. In an approach for comparing the implicationS of alternative fish stock aSsessmentii,
with application to the stock of Cape hake, Merluccius spp., Punt & Butterworth(1991)
suggest a "risk analysis" approach to contrast the implications of different estimates of Total
Allowable Catch provided when different assessment methodologies are applied to a stock.
Thc approach irivolves deteiiriinistic forward projecticiri of the biomass trajectory implied by
each assessrrient under the TACs or target levels of effort indicated by that and the. other
aSsessmentS. None of these approached would satisfy thc descnpiion of "risk assessment" as
described in Section 3.

Francis (1991) in an analysis of the mariagement of an overexplciited population of
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orange roughy (Hoplostethus atlanticus) in New Zealand 'expresses risk, as the "probability
that the fishery would collapse Within 5 yr" for different management decisions; more
genenilly he defines risk as "the probability of 'something bad' occurring Within agiveri time
period." AS such, riothing is ädded by using the term 'risk' for the term 'probability of
collapse'. He calculates the probabilities of collapse using Monte Carlo simulations and then
contiriues to discuss "biological risk" but without an explicit eXplariation of the term. He does
however, in this paper and elsewhere (Fraricis 1991) pose the critical question of "\Vhat is an
acceptable level of risk", a topic beyond the scope of this paper.

The approach of Francis to Risk Analysis is similJ to others examining fisheries ,
management issues. Hoenig, Restrepo & Baird (1991) examine the uricertainty in the resultS
of sequential population analysis by a Monte ,CarIo simulation to obtain histograrns that
describe (personal) probability densities for the quota necessary to obtain agiveri fishing
moiiality and fOf the fishing mortality that would result from a giveri quota and to deseribe
the risk of not meeting a given management goal as a function of the quota selected.. '
Followirig a similar quantitative approach, Mohn (1991),1 in a "Risk analysis" uses a Mont(~

Cado method to examine a tl1ree year TAC strategy for :the 4VsW cod, a stock found on the
Scotian Shelf; six model parameters were simUlated. Mohn provides no defiriiiion of risk but
does refer to the usage of Francis (1990). . I

I
. I

5. Attitude to Risk and the Coricept of Utility . ·1 , ;
A related concept that is central to the maniler in~which manymanagemerit decisions

are made is thai of adecisiori maker's propensiiy,to risk~ A conimori method of illustrating
this concept is bY,consideration of a simple gamble. Forexample in the (fair) toss of a coin,
say for one pound, each participant has a probabilitY of 0.5 of Winning the pound and an
equal chance of its lose. The eXpected monetary value of the bet (ie, the decision to say
heads or tails) is !

I
o I

,.2 I "
EMV =:E P(9j) Ai = ~O.5

i-1 I

. . . .. I . 0 0 ..,

Many people would consider thisa reasonable bet and would not oe adverse to flipping a
eoin. Consider another sitUation as ShOwD in the table below: an event, 6, has a chance P(6)
of oecuiring arid aperson häs the option of orie of two aetions, ait (three reälly if he chooses
to do noihing). I o ••

. . I

'0•

"

i

P(6 j )

I

6 j "
.... a t i 3.2 '0,

6 1 0.5 200 n __< _ ,.1000
0'

0 16- 0.5 - -800 ... - -,- 2 ... ".0" I ....

Expected moneiary v3.lue 100 100
!

A persori may choose ai where Iie has a 0.5 probability ~f WiniUng !ZOO given eveIit 61 oecurs
or gainS nothing if event92 occurs. Or he inay choose ~ where h~ haS, a 0.5 p~obabili,ty of
winning .f:1000 or an equal probability of loosing .f:800.. Each action has the same monetary
exiJectatiori. But in the first action orie would loose nothing; iri the second case one could

I

!
I
I
I
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loose 1:800 rind mariy people will not be indifferent to the two bets ("'; actions), ie, the utility
of winning 1:1000 may not equal to the utilit)r ofloosirig 1:800.

A person who would forgo the opportunity of the bet may be described as risk ave;se.
1116 opposite are people who are risk prefe"ers. Such a person would bei based on the flip
of a coin, even if his potentialloss would be 1:1 and his potential gain, say, 9Op2. I believe
(based on iny attitude to utility) that such a person is irrational and will make what I
consider to be inconsistent decisions such as subsidising vessel cOnStrucÜon in fisheries
already ~iUffering from excess fishing capacity.

In the case showil in the table above, if the P(9 i) are sufflciently. changed a risk averse
person might change his mind about which action to take. This can be demonstrated by
cönsidefing the following possible choice of actions:

9 i P(9j) a l ~

9 1 - .0.5 .. ... .1000 500' ..

9 2 0.5 O. 500

ExPected monetary value 500 500

A risk averse person would prefer ~, ie, fSOO for certain rather than a 0.5 probability of
either winning1:1000 or gaining nothing.. But should ihe sums awarded for ~ be reduced to
1:450 for each of the probabilities he might prefer taking the bet al~ I.e., his ceitaüity
equivalent for the action a1 is f450. Note, when: _

certaint)' equivalent < expeeted monetary value implies risk aversion,
ceriri.intf equivalent = expected monetary value implies risk indifference,
certainty equivalent > expeeted monetary value implies risk preference,

..

In this case,
'"' ~

0.5U(1oo0) + 0.5U(0) = U(450).

Utllity has been descrlbed as "a number measuring the attraciivene~sof a consequence
• the higher the utility, the more desirable the consequence • (Undley 19853

) and it is
central to the theory of decision making. A considerable literature exists that explicitly
cOnSiders this topic, (eg, De Groot 1970). and no attempt is made here to provide a
comprehensive reView, though the concept is discussed further iri Seetion 7.

2 I believe many of the problems reiating to flSheries managersresult from Illanagement decisioDS
taken by Politidans, who apPear to bC risk preferrers. In terms of their utility tUDctiODS theil decisioDs
are rational, while more generally, socletj is rlsk averse.

3nu.s excellent bOOk on the thcocy of decision makin8 written, for people With non-iecluucal
backgrounds, was fust published in 1971 aIid offers a Cömp~ehensive approach tothe topic., I thinkit
offers flsheries management much by proviwng an expliclt manner of handling the necesSaiüy subjective
approäch to uncertainty of day-to-day fisheries management de~oDS•. ~dley's appro~~ ~o facilitates
integrating the decision setting procesS with operation31. decision m.aking by forcing ·those in power' to
exPress their objectives so permitting analysts to kriow ",hat management objectives arid goals are.
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R = Rent or net beriefits, and,
G = revenues.
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•U = 0.5 In Z
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The pheriomenon of attitude to risk appears to be ~entrai to fisheries mamigement
concepts such as the precautioniuy principle or biological rererence points such as minimum
spawning stock sizes. If adecision maker was completeIy averse to risk, on might argtie that
no fishery would be proseeuted. Of course rio utility would be derived, other than thai
arising from the saiisfaction of the knowledge that the species or stock remains in eXistence.
This appears to be the attitude of some groups involved in the controversy about harvesting

cerrain species of w~ales.. . .....1 . . .... . ..:
A few papers In fishenes have been wntten that exphcltly conslder attItude to risk

through the nature of a utility fUnction. r...eWis (1981) derives allocation "strategies" to
maximize the exiJected utility of the Eastem Pacific yeIlowfhi fishery. He used a Markov
Decision Model arid to allow for nsk averse preference, uses a utility function of the form,

I

U(R) = in (R + G)l :
I
I
I.
\
I
i

He found that for small population sizes, optimal allocation of effort arid the restllting catch
for risk averse strategies waS equal or geeater than the corresponding vahies for nsk neutral
policies~ This unexpected result arose because of decreaSing marginal utility so that a
greater weight is placed on catches at low population sizes. This occtirred because the
addition to utility for a small iricrease in R is greater when retUrns are small. In addition,
when there are variations in price ärid catch, these effectS are greater at large population
(and thus catch) sizes. At small population sizes, the variation in returns is shown to be
smaller. Lewis notes diat the risk averting manager, compared to the dsk neutral manager,
will increaSe bis catch at the lower poptlIation sizes. Mendelssohn (1982) exammed the
effectS of changes in discount rates compared with the effects of changes in nsk aversion for
a stochasrlc fish population dynamies niodel and carne to' siritiIar condusions. He viewed risk
averse utility funciions as total revenue ctirves; the tWo ittnity functionS he examined had the
fu~, I

I

I
where, Z is a measure of catch or revenues, and, I

, ,
, u ::; Z>., 0.05 S Ä S 0.95.

He shows that With low Ä, an opÜnial policy is to harVes~ more at low population size~,for
the higher risk makes it desirable to harvest arid be certam of obtaining the. catch. Little
advance appears to bave been made since the papers öf LeWis and Mendelssohri in this
approach to incorporating attitude to risk into decision making iri fisheries management.·

I .

Incorporating attitUde to risk in fisheries managemdnt involves two challenges. ~irst, to
determine the probabilitiesand payoffs for each of the different decisions that can ~e taken.,
and second, to deternune the risk preference of the decision niaker, ie, what is his certitinty
eqtiivalent given the different options available to hirn. Nei~her taSk, is simple, but ~ believe
that partial success in either challenge would proVide insight arid improve decision making in

I
I

I
I

I
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fisheries management. The approaches of uwis and Mendolssohn seem to offer interesting
potential and it is not clear why there has been no development beyond these two .
applicationS. Risk analysis in agriculture management appears better developed than for
fisheries (see, for example, Ariderson, Hardaker & Dillion, 1977, or Ariderson & Dillon
1992) and there should be benefits from cross-fertilization of methods. '

6. Uricertairity
As with the term risk, so the term uricertainty is userl in a wide range of senses

fisheries managemerit applications (eg, Hilböm 1987, Restrepo & Fox 1988). 115 use in the
sense of astate riot being definitely known or perfectly clear, vagueness or doubtfulriess is
common~ Botsford (1991) refers to the uncertainty involved in the undersiariding of egg
production and its impact on recruitment in crustacean harvest. Hilborn (1992), in
examining the learning ability of fisheries agencies, refers to the rieed to identify .
uncertainties arid the methods for resolving uncertainty. Francis (1992) refers to the
uncertainty inherent in stock assessments of a population oi orange roughy (Hoplosteihus
ltlanticus). Hoenig, Restrepo & Baird (1991) refer to the uncertainty in the results oi
sequeritial population analysis which they quantify by Monte Cado simulation. Walters
(1984) and Hilbom & ,\Valters (1992) in their comprehensive book on fish stock assessment
(and whose title iricludes the term uncertainty), use uncertainty to variously refer to
ignorance, parameter error, standard euor and the probability of the future occurrence of
different events. Tallinan (1991) in a stüdy of American pl31ce concludes thai discarding at
sea is a major SOUfce of uncertairity in management of the resource.

Just as risk has been described in the sense of the probability of possible ouicomes, so
authors have used the term uncertainty in the same manner. Sebenius (1981) used die tenn
uncertainty in aprobabilistic analysis of the "optimum sustainable population" of dolphins
taken in tuna purse seine operations und to reier to the calcU1ätion of the probability of
different populations sizes. Walker, Rettig & Hilbom (1983) use the different sources of
uncertäinty to define the probability of possible system states for which a utility is caleuhited.
The uricertäin states they considered were the oceurrence of high upwelling, interaction
betWeen wild and hatchery coho and the nature of the stock-recruitment model.

Papers on fislleries llave also used uncertainty to refer to. the confldence interval, ie,
the standard error, of parameters, eg, Hilbom and Walters (1992)~ LudWig & Walters (1981)
investigate uricertaint)t in parameter estimates for a stock-recrUitment relation by examining
a probabilitY density distribution based on the likelihood of the data. The üncertairity is
shown as confidence mtervals on a spaWner-recruit relation. Subsequeritly they measure
uncertainty about the model ihey investigate as the ratio of the likelihood of alternative
models as appropriate system descriptions.

Uncertamty is also frequently used simply to refer to the possible error in a model or
i15 resul15, For example, Getz, Francis &. Swartzman (1991) refer to uncertamty in
estimating long-tenn prodtictivitY of a fishery caused by unlaiowri degree of denSity
dependerice in astock-recruitment relationship änd Hilbom and Walters (1992) also use
uncertaiIiiY in the same sense. Restrepo & Fox (1988) use aMorite Carlo approach to
model "parameter uncertainty" in a Beverton arid Holt yield model by raridom (uniform
probability distribution) selection of the values of tbe rate of exploitation, the length at first
dlpture and the ratio of M/K; an approach akiri to sensitivity analysis.
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Economists can have their own specific meaning fJ uncertainty whicll they have used
in fisheries contex.ts. \Vhile risk and uncertainty can refer to situationS where the otitcome of
a future event is unkrioWri, when the future event has a meaSurable probabilit)r ofoccurrence,
then, for them, the term risk is appropriate: unceriaintY is used when the probabilit}r of a
future event is unmeasurable (Knight 1965, Brent 1990). lpeterson & Srriith (1982) make this
distinction in an analysis of risk reduction in management of fisheries from, primarily, the
New Englarid region.. I I

Uncertainty hrisä more specific senSe in Decision 1beory. Rather than referring to
the ignor-arice about that value of some parameter, or perhaps more corredly, its error,'
uncertainty usually.meariS that it is UnknOwrl what will happen on some future occasion
(Lindley 1985). Thus it is usually tied to same event that will oecur, or may have occurred
but whose otitcome is iihkriown. The amount of recruitmerit of northern eod in 1994 is (I
believe) uncertain; the amount of transfer payments thatWill be paid to subsidise Nova
Scotia fishermeri in 1994 is, in the same manner, uncertain as is the level of cod block .
holdings oy US wholesalers iri mid 1994. Pearse arid \Valters (1992) refer to the unceriainty
of the outcomes of decisionS about harvest levels, presumable, in the sense that whai will
happen is not known. I '

c

....

..

,

Unlike predictirig the outcome of a tass of a coiri, which cari make use of statistical
laws based on observations of past exactly repeatable eve'nts, predicting the outcome of
future events in fisheries is far less amenable to analysis. IConsider a situation where a
decisiori is to be made aboilt investing in a new fishery, eg, a fisheryfor mesopelagic fuhes
for the manufacture of fishmeal. One set of future and exchisive outcomes, 8 i, regarding
catch is: o i

, .' , ' .. ~ ~ .', ',' '.... • ,{ ", ;' \ .. "'. ',.1

8 1: Catch rate does not enable costs of the Investment, to be recovered and operatIons
cease, I

I
• . • I,

8 2: Cat<:h rate peimits <:os15 to be covered but profitabilii}t is insufficient to justify
additional investmelit; openitimis continue until capital assets are depleted,

j •
83: Catch rates are-su.fficientlY high to justify additional investment, operations expaiid.

• 1. .
Catch ra.tes ,will deperid, äniorig rnany oiher things,;on the stock size ami itii .

productivit)r and the wlnerabilitY of the resource to captlire. Tliis may deperid on the degree
of coniagimisness of the. stock in i15 spatial distribution. For example, it may be that no
matter what stock siZe eXistS, if it is Unifomuy dispersed in some year, profitable catch rates
may be impossible. Of course, other factors, such. as the future price for fishrneal, will too,
be important determinantS of which outcome of the three events listed above eventuates.

I ,

\Vhat is needed to äppiy rnethods of Decision The6ry is to assign prooabilitfes to the
factars determining which of thc e will torne to pass. Probability density fUnctions may be
specified hased on eXistiiig data and possible rriodified by subjective views äbaut future
perfomiance. In tbis way the risk, in the sense of ihe exPected loss, can be determined for
any investment decision, given the futUre catch rate which will deperid on different öutcomes
of resource aoundance, school co.nüigiousness and fishme'3.! price.
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7. An Alternative: Maximizing Utility
A case canbe made for not using the measure of risk in its technicai senSe (Equaiiori

1). Undley (1985) uses an equivalent form (in his notation),

11

ü (dj) =L u(dj,Bj ) P(Bj )

j-1

where;
ü(dj,Oj) = utility of the action resultirig from the i1h decision function given thai

event Bj happeris,
probabllity of event Bj •

In this case, the decision that should be taken is the one that maximizes ü(dj),. theeXpected .
utility, or as Lindley writes, "a decision problem is one that is solved by maxiniizirig expected
utility."

As meritioned earHer, the challenge is not so much the formulation of tlie coriceptual
model but. rather its parameterization. Deciding on an action in a fisheries management
sitUation requires determining the different utility functions for all thöse who have a stake in
the fisheiy arid reconciling the trade-offs among competing objectives, an approach terriled
Multiattribute Utility Analysis by Keeney and Raiffa (1976) in their comprehenSive treatment
of the technique.

. Tbe coricept of maxiinizing utÜity as a management objective has been ilsed in few
fisheries situationS. Keeney (1977) uses a multiattrlbute arialysis model to exariUne policY
affecting management of salmon stockS. in a Brhish Columbian river. He identified 12 .
"attributes" sought by the different stakeholders, iariging from annuaI per capita incorne for
the participants in the diffe~ent gear sectors to the number of species of salmon maintciined
in the drainage system. The attributes were grouped into five utility functions, those for gill
netters, troUers, recreation3.l fishermen, Indians and the government. Keeney's analysis was,
I believe, non-trivial, but even so it relied on perceptions of tbc utiliues of the stake holders
that were held by two academics, albeit weH versed in the probleins of the fishery. Despite
the detail of Keeney's-study it was considered a 'first go round' arid heconcluded that the
main tienefits from thestudy were that (1) they should help to moreclearIy articillate the
substantive issues of the problem and sensitise relevant individuals to the issues; (2) by
addressirig preference issues, identify inconsistencies in the problem stnicture; arid (3)
through use of iridiVidual utility furictions aid commuDlcations among team members working
on the same proble~

Walker, Rettig & HilbOl-n (1983) used asimilar approach in an analysis of a coho
salmen fishery. They elicited from managers the utility,of different rauos ofWild and
hatchery-reared smoltS, giveri a desüe to maximize catcnes and maintainWild populationS
susceptible to competition frOIn hatchery-reared fish.. Using the .nlultiattribute utility theory
of Keeney and Raiffa tliey specified a single attribute utility fUnction. nie probabiliues of
possible states controlling yield arid survival of wild coho wcre determined using a simulation
modeL Walker et al. were able to conclude what decisions would maximize utilitY given the
managemeIlt's objecÜves, their trade:off between competing objeciives and their attitude to
risk. This analysis, appareritly initially done as a universit}r thesis, offers a good example of
the application of decision theory methods to fisheries management problems but there
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appears to have been no further development, or application, of Walker et a1.'s approach.

, . I :
8. Discussion , , " I

Many will (rightly) claim that simply identifying utility as the managemerit measure
th3.t must be maximized doesn't contribute milch, cr at least, maximizing utility is ""hai we
implicitly do anyway. For example, abiologist who advocates managing to maximize the
yield in biomass, implicitly declares his utilit)t to be meaSured in terms of tonnes of fish (arid
ignores, eg, fish-size/revenue-dependeni irriplications); an econoriUst might measure utilitY in
terms of rent measured by dollars. Thdr utility furictions are, of course, orten irrelevant as
they don't make the fimil management decisionS and it is the decision makers' utility, that
must be maximized4

• J '

Aprerequisite for defiriing a uiility preference function is setting objectives rlesired ,
from the fishery and Pearse and Walters (1992) note th'e appeal of formal decision analysis
tiased on iitility assessment as a way of forcing clarificaiion of attitudes towards risk.~ While
this subject is beyorid thescope of this paper, it is directly related to the topics covered here.
Objectives must be coherent, ie, objectives required, or; goals sought, sirriultaneously cannot
be mutually exclusive; that they frequently äre is a major cause of managemerit failure. For
example,employment can not be Olaximized and at the same time a reasonable level of
profitability erisured., MaxiriUzing output factars froiri fisheries is not possible if stabilitY of
incomes or fishirig effort is also an objective. Objectives must be ranked arid coinpromises
accepted in terms of equivalent utilities. Where it is uncertain what utility of one or more
objectives might be obtained, dedsion niäkers should,determine their attitude to risk,
whether nsk preferring or risk avoiding. For eXanlple,1 the extreinely risk averse manager
concerned about the 'precauiionary principle' iri relation to the exploitation of astock migbt
ratiorially elose ahealtby fishery depending on bis perception of the utility of the possible
optionS. j

, "r
Practitioners must be able to äSsist decision makers to ariicU1ate. their utiliiY '

preferences of future uncertain eventS (eg, choice preference between high caiches but with a
x% probability of stock collapse, or moderate catches,l but with a O.5x% probability of stock
collapse, etc.). In thts way the decision that maximize's eXpected utility can be identified.

, - ,
, , . , ',', i .

',., A well exIioimded methodology feil' ri1Ultiattribute utility theory has been around since
at leaSt 1976, but apart from the applications of Keeney (1977) and Walker, Rettig ,& '
Hilbom (1983), which were both 'acadeinic applicatio'ns'~ ie, university stiidies, the .
application of utilitY oased methods (apparently) still'remiJ.iils untested in operational
divisions of departmentS. responsible for fisberies management. Why? Does the approach
offer 00 possible beoefit? The proper aIiSwer is that'it has not oeen tned. Undley (1985)
offers some germane obserVationS. He nates that literacy riot numeracy haS been the major
talent öf those ~suaIly involved in decision makirig and that in his country, administrators
are, by,arid large, either self-made men With little educätion or arts graduates who, firiding
little use for their skills move to a field (adriiiillsträtion) which~ until recently, required little

I
!
I
I ,

41 would bC graterul to leam ofanyexamples where declsion makers have expllcitly cletermiD'ed
utility preferences that can bc used as the basis fot selecting 'aaiong policy optiODs and thus providing
management goals. I

I,
I

I

i
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little use for their skills move to a field (administration) which, uniil recently, required Hüle
expertise. The former gained administrative abilitY by experience, the latter through use of
their academic trairiing. Hut neither group gathered much in the way of nu~erateskillS. He
notes that frequently, even where engineers and scientists design and operate the machiries
(my, emphasis) the bosses may be totally innumerate and rely on intelligence, personality and
energy to maintain their position. Not surprisingly, Pearse and Walters (1992) note that the
techniqties [of decision theory] are insufficiently developed and standardized that they can be
routinely applied and oe reridily understo.od.

In one fisheries management situation I am farriiliar with, the biological advice
provided to managers .depends on enomious, highly professional und eXpensive efforts of
teams of scientists and support staff, buttressed by the latest technologies, conferences,
workshops and internationalmeetings such as this. Yet, these efforts often achieve irieagre
success. In that situation, the process of riegotiating irade-offs betWeen stakeholders is
essentially a verbal activity undertaken around a table often in an atmosphere of political
urgency, paruc or crisis. 1116 failure of preserit methods of reconcilirig coriflicting objectives
of different stakeholders should alone offer compelling support for use of more formal and
rigorous methods of determining what decision ftinctionS will provide maximum utility.5
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